Student's name: _____________________________________________________________________

(Last) (First) (MI)

Student ID number: ____________________________ Sch. & Grad. Year: _____________________

File one copy of this form with the Advisor of the Art History Minor and give one to the student as a record of the requirements for the Minor. Students taking a minor in art history will be given an overview of Western Art History at the introductory level, a choice of areas in which to focus their upper level work, and a writing project in the form of a research paper to apply the methods of the discipline.

Requirement #1: (2 courses)

FA 101 Art from Prehistoric Times to the Late Middle Ages
and
FA 102 Art: from the Renaissance to Our Time.

Requirement #2:

Four additional courses in art history at or above the 200 level with at least 2 of these at the 300 level or above. At least 2 courses must be from the same chronological period. For purposes of the minor, the chronological periods are:

A. Ancient / Medieval
B. Renaissance / Baroque
C. Nineteenth / Twentieth Century

Requirement #3:

A research paper in art history written as part of one of the courses listed in Requirement #2. A copy of this paper is to be turned into the Chairperson / art history minor advisor and the title and grade of the paper recorded on the advising sheets to be kept in the department office.
Courses taken:

Requirement #1:

_________________________________ _________________________________
_________________________________ _________________________________

Requirement #2:

_________________________________ _________________________________
_________________________________ _________________________________
_________________________________ _________________________________

Requirement #3:

Title of Paper: ___________________________________________________
Course that paper was completed in_______________________________

Signature of Minor Advisor: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

Additional stipulations for the art history minor:

• Courses with FA numbers in Museum Studies, Critical Theory, and non-western Art may also be chosen to fulfill requirement #2 and the required research paper may be produced in these courses as well.

• No more than one independent study course may count toward the minor in Art History.

• Courses to be counted in the minor must be taken for a grade (may not be taken pass/fail).

• No course may count in both a major and a minor. Studio majors who wish to minor in art history will be asked to take a total of 6 courses beyond FA101/FA102 (which are already required for the studio major) following the stipulations for requirements #2.